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The purpose of this report is to obtain an independent review from the members of PhD defense Jury before 

the thesis defense. The members of PhD defense Jury are asked to forward a completed copy of this report 

to the Chair of the Jury at least 30 days prior the thesis defense. The Reviewers are asked to bring a copy 

of the completed report to the thesis defense and to discuss the contents of each report with each other 

before the thesis defense. 

 If the reviewers have any queries about the thesis which they wish to raise in advance, please contact the 

Chair of the Jury. 

Reviewer’s Report 

 

 Brief evaluation of the thesis quality and overall structure of the dissertation. 

 

High quality, very well organized, easy to read.  

 

 The relevancy of the topic of dissertation work to its actual content 

 

Relevant.  

 

 The relevancy of the methods used in the dissertation 
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Relevant, but see my comments below. 

 

 

 The scientific significance of the results obtained and their compliance with the 

international level and current state of the art 

 

 Highly significant, world level. 

 

 

 The relevance of the obtained results to applications (if applicable). 

 

Can add to development of practically useful CRISPR-Cas based tools.   

 

 

 The quality of publications 

 

Excellent publications including the 1st authorship in NAR. 

 

 

 The summary of issues to be addressed before/during the thesis defense 

 

1) The quality of figures (resolution, blurring) is low. Copy-paste as “independent rastr” could 

help. 

 

2) Fig 5 – unclear what is the fate of Cas2 and where it is on the gels of Fig. 5A,B. Should be 11 

kD but not indicated on Fig. 5a (why?), and not seen any signs of changes around 11kD in 

Fig. 5b – why? “Antibodies specific for Cas2 could have been lost/depleted” during affinity 

column purification – may be. But why do you think that Cas2 was not lost earlier? The 

problem is that, though there is a peak at 11kD in fractions 6 and 7, it is present at very low 

concentration compared to Cas1 (<5%?). Probably the complex Cas1-Cas2 is very unstable? 

Could it be stabilized in presence of spacers or protospacers?  

 

3)  ““The Cas1-Cas2” adaptation complex E. coli was purified and used to obtain a specific 

antibody.”. – it is not clear if the Cas2 was really there, may be in 1-10% it really was a 

heterodimer.   

 

4) Also, here and everywhere in the text the polyclonal antibody mix obtained from the rat 

serum is called “a specific antibody”, which is a bit misleading, sounds as if a monoclonal 

recombinant antibody was generated, recognizing Cas1-Cas2 complex. Would be more 

correct to call it everywhere “to obtain anti-Cas1 polyclonal antibody” – as it was done in 

Fig. 5.  

 

5) “Reactivity of the antibody (1:5000 dilution) on a Western blot against proteins from whole 

cell extracts of KD263 E. coli cells capable of expression of full set of cas genes (see below) 

is shown in Fig. 3B” – should be Fig. 5B. 

 

6) “gel slices containing proteins with apparent molecular mass of Cas2 (~11 kDa) were 

subjected to in-gel tryptic digestion and MALDI-TOF mass-spectrometry” –ok. But next: 

“As can be seen from the mass-spectrometric data presented in Fig. 5C, pulleddown proteins 

from induced, but not from uninduced cells revealed mass-peaks matching tryptic fragments 



of Cas1, Cas2 and tandem MS analysis confirmed this identification.”. Not clear how Cas1 

could be detected within cut 11 kD gel slices (no way), and Cas1 peaks are not shown in Fig. 

5C.  

 

7) “the purified Cas1-antibody can pull down both Cas1 and Cas2 from induced E. coli cells.” 

Probably, but unclear in what proportions are the Cas1 and Cas2 present.  Please clarify this 

whole part.   

 

8) “Cas1-Cas2 adaptation complex (Fig. 6A). The complex contains the cas3 gene” – the 

complex is the complex, the gene is the gene. 

 

9) “The cultures analyzed in Fig. 4B” – should be Fig. 6B 

 

10) Fig.6C – would be nice to have also some relatively distant sites as a negative control. And 

again, not clear if Cas2 is there as well or Cas1 works alone.  

 

11) Experiment with KD1 cells seems to confirm Cas2 participation. But in fact it is a different 

strain so who knows why exactly there was no enrichment. KD1 strain PLUS Cas2 

expression  should give enrichment – that would be most persuading. I do not mean that this 

must be done before the thesis defense, but in principle it would be nice to do in the future to 

make it all finally confirmed. 

 

12) Also for the future: Cas2-specific antibody could be important. E.g. you could lose Cas2 

along with the DNA fragments it bounds. 

 

13) “Observed enrichment of leader DNA precipitated from induced pG8mut harboring cells was 

not due to the effect of a different amount of proteins, because, as can be seen from Fig. 7B, 

the amount of Cas1 protein in induced KD263 cultures did not depend on the presence of the 

protospacer plasmids (compare lanes 2 and 4).” – I got the logic but could be explained 

better.  “The same amount of Cas1 protein produced in the presence of other plasmids (Fig. 

7B) did not result in the enrichment of precipitated leader DNA (Fig. 6C).” – smth like that. 

 

14) MySeq – should be MiSeq 

 

15) 912835 in Table 2 – is not amount of unique spacers but probably a total amount of seq reads 

mapped as spacers? “811545 unique plasmid spacers” – but spacers are of the fixed length, 

and possible amount of unique spacers is limited – the plasmid would have to be at least 810 

kb length to make it possible :)  In reality these are probably reads, not unique spacers. The 

number of unique spacers should be indicated in the Table, reads should not be called unique 

spacers unless they are indeed unique spacers.  

 

16) “Thus, the Cas1-Cas2 adaptation complex is associated with protospacers and the degree of 

this association correlates with the efficiency of protospacers use as spacer donors.”. 

Formally, at this point of the narrative, the conclusion is incorrect, since those could be 

already added spacers as well.  

 

This conclusion could be moved down after the paragraph: 

 

 “A derivative of KD263 cells that lacks functional IHF and is unable to acquire new spacers 

but is functional for CRISPR interference was also tested. While enrichment of the leader 

fragment was not significant in this case (Fig. 6C), the level of enrichment for HS1 was even 

higher than in KD263 cells with functional IHF (~24 versus ~16 fold, Fig. 9A, bar 2).” 



 

17) “ treatment with FaiI had no effect on enrichment of a 33-nucleotide DNA fragment for HS2, 

which contains an internal FaiI site” – could it be just physically protected from restrictase by 

Cas1? Cas1 was already washed away? So then it is either single stranded or modified? This 

could be just better explained to the reader at this point, before the Cas3 single strand story 

below. 

 
 

 Provisional Recommendation 

 

 I recommend that the candidate should defend the thesis by means of a formal thesis defense 

 

 I recommend that the candidate should defend the thesis by means of a formal thesis defense only after 

appropriate changes would be introduced in candidate’s thesis according to the recommendations of the 

present report 

 

      

 The thesis is not acceptable and I recommend that the candidate be exempt from the formal thesis 

defense 

 

 


